
Challenges Today:  

You cannot anticipate WMD Attacks; very little 

visibility into global digital clues indicating 

attack preparation

Battlefield operators do not have effective 

situational awareness of complex local 

environments and relationships. 

OaaS for Federal: Operationalizing OSINT to Defend the Homeland

Contact sales@LP3.com for a mission impacting demo today! 

Solution:  

You can leverage OaaS today creating timely, 

relevant, shareable and actionable information. 

You can identify WMD actors, malicious research, 

track WMD related subject or material movements, 

alert on capability developments and sentiment 

changes.

You can identify potential friendlies and adversaries 

in advance with social media battlefield analytics.

Identify subjects with suspicious relationships. 

Alert on movement of tactical operators for force 

protection. 

Identify insider threats traveling to suspect locations. 

Mission Impacting Outcomes:  

Identify malicious WMD labs in CONUS and 

OCONUS.  

Track WMD related subjects with pattern-of-life 

analysis—identify associations, suppliers, leaders, 

funding sources. 

DISRUPT a WMD attack before it occurs

Operators get ALERTS when weapons are 

detected in photos or video streams—force 

protection. 

Current Operational Deployments:

OaaS service components are in use across DoD, 

IC, and in commercial environments for mission 

planning and battlefield force protection.
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 Identify and track Weapons of Mass Destruction activity

 Domestic and International Terror Threats

 Strategic & Tactical Operational Planning

 Force Protection – CONUS and OCONUS

 Domestic & Global Contagious Disease Tracking

 Immigrant/Human trafficking 

 Suspicious Material & Shipments Tracking

 Sensitive Project and Scientific Research Protection

 Executive, VIP, and Employee Protection

 Foreign owned or influenced, fraudulent material in supply chain, supply chain 

reliability risks 

 Identify possible nation-state espionage in supply chains

 Tip and Que for active shooter, human trafficking, gang activity, drug trade

 Early identification of cyber bullying and potential active shooter at schools –

identify at-risk children early

 Sentiment tracking in an area of interest or an organization

OaaS Use Case Examples

Battlefield Situational Awareness

Insider Threat & Force Protection

Contact sales@LP3.com for a mission impacting demo today! 
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